, quantum vacuum energy, Casimir effect, dark energy. PACS 95.36.+x, 04.62.+v, 98.80.Es We have derived the quantum vacuum pressure pvac as a primary entity, removing a trivial and a gauge terms from the cosmological constant-like part (the zeroth term) of the effective action for a matter field. The quantum vacuum energy density̺vac appears a secondary entity, but both are of expected order. Moreover pvac and̺vac are dynamical, and therefore they can be used in the Einstein equations. In particular, they could dynamically support the holographic dark energy model as well as the "thermodynamic" one.
where the UV cutoff Λ UV = Λ P (the planckian momentum), and c =h = 1 for simplicity. Evidently, there is something wrong with the value (1) , but what? One could, for example, argue that quantum vacuum energy does not couple to gravity but it would contradict the well-known arguments that all kinds of energy couple to gravity. Besides, the result ̺ vac = 0 is not satisfactory either.
An inspiring visual hint is implicitly given by Polchinski in Figure ( 6.)1 of his paper [6] . Following his hint, which we hopefully have done, we have isolated and removed a purely vacuum loop term giving rise to the absurd, huge value (1). Such a standpoint and a realization of the corresponding estimation has been already successfully elaborated in [1, 2] . Therefore, here we will only remind key steps of that procedure. The estimation method is limited only to the flat Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) background geometry but it is sufficient for qualitative cosmological considerations.
The full quantum cosmological constant-like contribution from a single bosonic mode is of the form [1, 2]
which is obviously of the order (one fourth, for minkowskian g µν ) of (1). Eq. (2) can be derived, e.g., from the Schwinger-DeWitt [7] formula for the effective action of a free single bosonic field in an external gravitational background. Assuming the FLRW metric with the expansion parameter function a(t), and next power expanding it around a(0) = 1 we get
and consequently
The first term in the parentheses, number 1, corresponds to the trivial, purely vacuum, disconnected loop, and it can be removed. We should strongly stress that it is not an ad hoc step but a standard procedure in quantum field theory. It appears that by virtue of a gauge transformation generated by
the term linear in t can also be removed. Here we have assumed standard definitions for the Hubble expansion rate H 0 and the deceleration parameter q 0 :
Then,
Since our considerations are, by construction, limited to an infinitesimal time t we can write
where we have physically interpreted the infinitesimal time as the planckian time T P . Finally,
Numerically, Eq. (9) yields
a very realistic result.
A new important observation we would like to present in this article is the possibility to rewrite Eq. (9) without the subscript "0" (at H and q) which bounds our considerations to our present time instant. We are entitled to do so because in our calculations there is nowhere explicit reference to our present epoch. In other words, we can perform the time expansion around t = 0 at any time instant because our present time instant is by no means distinguished in our estimation. This observation is really important because it means that Eq. (9) can be used not only to recover current value of the quantum vacuum energy density but to describe its dynamics as well.
First of all, we should notice that, strictly speaking, (9) is the quantum vacuum pressure rather the quantum vacuum energy density, as could seem at first sight. It simply follows exactly from the same (analogous) argumentation which says that energy density is equal to (minus) lagrangian density for time-independent fields. This time the fields are spatially-independent (∂ i φ = 0), and therefore emerges the pressure instead of the energy density. Namely,
Summarizing all above, we have
where N is an effective number of modes. E.g. N = N B −N F , i.e. N is the difference between the number of bosonic and fermionic fundamental modes (see, also [8] and [9] ).
Using the Einstein (acceleration) equation
we can derive the quantum vacuum energy density̺ vac from the quantum vacuum pressure p vac . Namelỹ
Here the barotropic coefficientw vac is not constant but q-dependent, i.e.
For example, forw ∼ −1 and q ∼ −1 we get N ∼ 100, quite a realistic result.
One could wonder if such a simple use of Eq. (13) actually reproduces valid̺ vac from p vac . In a limited sense, i.e. when there are no other sources of gravitational field, it is really so. One needs the pressure p vac or the energy density̺ vac to insert it to one of the Einstein equations. One can work with p or with ̺, but for consistency, to be sure that classical einsteinian calculations will be identical, Eq. (13) should be satisfied. Therefore, in spite of the fact that only true p vac is directly accessible one can consistently, though in an above limited context, use̺ vac coming from Eq. (13) as an equivalent of a true quantum vacuum energy density. This limited equivalency is denoted by "∼", but we can still work with a generally valid p vac if necessary.
Rewriting Eq. (14) in terms of H andḢ we obtaiñ
which is exactly the form of the vacuum energy density postulated in the framework of (an extended) holographic dark energy model in [10] . The holographic expression
contains two, in principle, arbitrary parameters α and β. The origin of (17) in the framework of the holographic principle is in a sense "kinematical", i.e. it lacks any dynamical support. Therefore our analysis could serve as a dynamical explanation of Eq. (17) with α and β fixed by dynamics, i.e.
One could also use our dynamical approach as a basis for Volovik's thermodynamic, qualitative considerations [11] . Namely, using some general thermodynamic arguments and analogies coming from condense matter physics Volovik argues that measured quantum vacuum energy density should be almost zero. Moreover, according to him, it should constantly run to zero in the course of the evolution of the Universe. Obviously, these qualitative considerations are not capable to yield any quantitative result. We like his point of view, and we think that, in a sense, our infinitesimal expansion around any consecutive time instant could be interpreted as realization of his idea.
We have shown that our primary approach [1, 2] aimed to estimate the current value of the quantum vacuum energy density ̺ 0 vac can be successfully extended to the dynamical expression (14). Moreover, we have indicated a possibility to use our approach as a dynamical basis of the holographic and Volovik's "thermodynamic" approaches.
